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Technology at George Fox: PC vs. Mac
How the university is coping
with dual platforms

In Case of Emergency Break Glass

Macintosh or PC.

Amy Michaelson

In April and May last

News Editor

year, the University called
One of the great ben
efits of being a student at

around to different com

puter companies, search
ing for the best deal in
laptops. Within the
University's set price
range, this year IBM won
with their newly marketed

George Fox University is
being a part of the "Com
puters Across Curricu

lum" program, which en
ables each incoming stu
dent to attain a laptop or,
if preferred, a
desktop com
puter. In the
past, the only
option in com
puter choices
has been lim

ited solely to
the inevitable

Thinkpad, while Apple
did not offer

U

any

new

Unless you
are going into

laptops fitting

desktop pub
lishing or

George Fox
price range.

education,

The result is

the PC is usu

that George

man have chosen the PC
over the Macintosh.

contract with

operate an office
duel platform.
Arnold, George
technology guru,

that it would be easier to

within

the

Sometimes it feels as if life would be easier without computers.
that is
Bruce
Fox's
admits

turned in on disks now

M a c i n t o s h .

ally the choice
pick of com

Fox now has a

However, af

puters.

IBM, though

Within the University of
fices there has been a sig

these contracts

n i fi c a n t s w i t c h a s w e l l .

plaining from

are never per

form over the other in this

students, fac

manent. Each

Offices and faculty are just convert the whole de
about 4-1 in favor of the partment in one single
PC. All of this switching m o v e , b u t t h a t w i t h
has begun to pose some George Fox's budget, "it
problems, though. How would be impossible to
do you deal with a duel buy all new computers for
platform community?
In a world that is only
8 percent Macintosh, one
would naturally want to
be educated in the usage
of a PC over an Apple.
Unless you are going into

every office."

lar; there will be no stated

desktop publishing or

have been warned to be

education, the PC is usu

very particular when
handing out assignments,
making sure to be both

.5^

ter much com

ulty and staff about how

year, the school seeks out
the best computer for the
best price.

you cannot operate an

Apple in a PC world, the
University has struck a
deal with PC companies

The choice of the IBM

and now offers new stu-

Thinkpad has been met
with great appeal, as 97

dents a choice of either

percent of incoming fresh-

Only 3 weeks left
until Finals! That
works out to be

13 more days of
class total. Are

you ready for

■

■

ally the choice pick of
computers. As it is be
coming apparent here at
the University, it is hard to

When the school was

an all-Mac community,
one never had to worry
about differing programs,
or non-compatible disks,
etc. This year, professors

PC and Macintosh com

patible, for assignments

take on a whole new realm

of problems.
But George Fox is not
going to favor one plat
issue. No matter which

platform they chose for
the year, the University
will not give their sole
support for one in particu
platform.
Along with the many
other areas of life George
Fox is trying to prepare us
for, teaching us to be ac
cepting of others, the area
of being able to get along
with duel platforms, con
cerning computers, now
adds spice and variety to
the meaning of "patience
and perseverance."

I

I

Have a Happy

Finals?

Thanksgiving! From all of

Ti m e t o s t a r t

us at the Crescent.

■
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■

■

■
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■
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Good-bye

Hurricane Mitch far from over

Newt
Staff Writer

Aaron Dahi
Staff Writer

Unless you're off the meal
Ii now appears that the
faceofilie lOfiih Congress will
look drastically difTerenl than
previously expected. Just over
two weeks ago, voters rein
stated the Republican majority
in both titc House and Senate weaker in bt)lh houses of the

legislature, but in charge none
t h e l e s s . H o w e v e r, r e c e n t c v e n L s

have set this vision on its pro
verbial car, and the results may
more closely resemble the work
ofa plastic surgeon with an eye
for artistic license.

On Friday Nov. 6. after

facing growing criticism from
within his own party. Newt
Gingrich, Speaker of the House
of Representatives, resigned.
This came after a disturbing in
ability to gain a larger Congres
sional majority in the recent
national elections. Members

saw the failure as a clearly de
fi n e d

statement

about

the

Speaker's ability to perform his
specified duties. So Newt re.signed, stating that he believed
that this was what was needed

and, as a result, the media cov
erage dies out. That's unfortu

c o v e r.

sessed with Honduras, and
rightly so. But what happens

nate, because in the case of

Honduras (and in many other

stop to think about stage three.

next? What happens after all the
hoopla is over and Americans
return to our regularly sched

cases), the second and third

and strife of every kind will con

stages are just as crucial as the

tinue to occur all over the world,

uled news? The answer—

fi r s t .

and the media will have its pick
of what to make the new trendy

day after day. America is ob

A l i s a Va n d e r z a l m

plan and completely immersed
in the GFU bubble, then you've
probably pa.ssed by the newspa
per headlines outside of
Marriott and noticed that there

Yo u c a n a s s e s s t h e d a m

was a very big hurricane (of
course, calling Hurricane Mitch
"a very big hurricane" is quite
similar to calling Jaws "a very
big fish"). The immediate re
sults of Hurricane Mitch are

that 22,000 people (a.s of when
I write this) are either dead or

missing (that's like what would
happen if Newberg vanished off
the face of the planet). The
nightly news and various news
papers have been filled with pic
tures and stories of the tragedy

ages done by Hurricane Mitch
in three stages. The first stage
includes the damage immedi
ately caused by Mitch (ie: dam
age to the land, deaths caused
by the mud sides, etc). This is
the stage that most people hear
about. During the first few
weeks, people are bombarded
with images of dying children
and ravaged land. By the time
the second stage roles around,
however, most people are tired
of hearing about the damage,

The fear of failure
out buying a ticket.
Lindsay Walker

Some of the more well

Staff Writer

known failures are attributed to

Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippen,
"Some people get frozen

Abraham Lincoln, Winston

by the fear of failure. They get
it from peers or from just think

Churchill and Albert Einstien.

Ail of these people had great ac

the decision of Bob Livingston,

ing about the possibility of a
negative result. They might be
afraid of looking bad or being

complishments later in their life.
But what would have happened
if they would have stopped try

a fellow GOP rep., that he was

embarrassed. 1 realized that if I

ing?

going to challenge the election
for Speaker. Gingrich has since
come out in support of

dinner where Newt expressed
hi.s desire to see Livingston as

was going to achieve anything
in life, I had to be aggressive. I
had to get out there and go for
it. 1 don't believe that you can
achieve anything by being pas
sive. If it turns out that my best
isn't enough, then at least I'll

the next Speaker. So while it

never be able to look back and

Poverrati. He was told that

say I was too afraid to try."

there was no hope

for the Republican party to
come together, solidifying once
again.
The catalyst to the deci,sion may have very well been

Livingston as his replacement,
going so far as to invite him to
Join him at a recent GOPAC

appears that Gingrich was

forced from power by a lack of
trust in his leadership abilities,

The second stage is begin

people in Honduras will con
tinue to die.

Most Americans never even

Natural disasters, starvation,

ning now, and covers the af

problem of the hour. We' 11 read

termath of the storm. The wa

about it in the headlines, we'll
watch it on the news, we'll de
bate it in our classrooms, work

ter supply is poisoned, food is
destroyed, and people are dying
of Cholera, Hepatitis, Typhus,
Malaria, and dehydration (diar
rhea/dehydration is one of the
largest killers of children in

places, and dinner tables—then
we'llforgetaboutit. And while
we can't spend the rest of lives

third world countries). Esti

ever to occur in the world (there

mates are that four times as

are far too many of them), I urge

many people in Honduras will
die from disease (caused by
conditions left by the hurricane)

you not to forget Honduras
completely. Years from now, the

than those who died in the ac

needing your prayers and sup
port. Please continue to donate
clothing, toys, medicine, or
your time to organizations in

worrying about every problem

people of Honduras will still be

tual hurricane itself.

The third and final stage
will last for years. This stage
covers the economic problems

v o l v e d i n t h e r e l i e f e ff o r t . B u t

most importantly, please con
tinue to pray for the people of

that result from the devastation

to the land. Starvation,

homelessness, and unemploy
ment will spread rapidly.

Honduras and the relief work

Peoples' agricultural livelihood
has been destroyed, and with
out help (and even with help),
it will take them years to re

back to their feet. God cares

ers involved in helping them
about them, and if we are to live

in the image of God, so should
w e .

Points to Ponder

"PoCiteness goes far yet costs notfiing"
-Seneca

Just think about that. Say

kind man Benefits kimseCf. .

you are wanting to major in mu
sic. You try out for concert choir
and don't make it. You are told

to forget majoring in anything
to do with voice, so you take
their advice. You are Lucciano

-Michael Jordan

- P r o v e r b s 11 : 1 7 N I V

Will's World

by William Robertson

r

tenjseT

it docs not appear that there is a

significant source of personal
animosity or bittemc.ss Involved

Mo/ I'M Tosr
\1B2\

in the situation.

While a current poll says
that the majority of Americans
are happy over Newt's decision
to leave office, I am saddened

for his voice, and

to see the loss of so much expe

that

r i e n c e f r o m t h e n a t i o n ' s b e n e fi t .

1 might not agree with all of
Newt's policies or beliefs, but

blowing through a
you didn't keep
with it?

party. As of now, there seems

You may be

to be nothing uncomplimentary

hope that he will use his po.sition and intellect for the good
of this nation, to solidify his
parly, and to be a unifying force
working for compronii.se and
consensus building within our
govcrnnieni.

voice

window. What if

he was a strong and cncrgi/ing
force within the Republican

being said about Bob
Livingston, the soon to be
Speaker. 1 wish him luck, and

his

sounded like wind

the next Michael Jor

W h y
are people
afraid of failure? I have this

downfall, too, but why? Most
of the lime, I decide to not even

dan, Mariah Carey, or
Tom Clancy. But how will
you know if you stop trying?
By stopping to try, this may
mean quitting college, changing

think 1 don't have a chance. No

majors or not going out for that
team. But what do you have to
loose if you go for it? You will

one ever won the lottery with-

never know if you don't try.

try for something because 1

C r e s c e n t S t a ff
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raking things too
seriously
Joshua Smith
Staff Writer

wanted to do, now only speak

a number of my friends on cam

pus, I tend to take things too

seriousiy, I take offense at many
things, and am open about ad

mitting this fact. Tm one of

those people who easily get a
bee in their bonnet about many
things, and eventually decide to
tell the world about it.

A lot of people today, es
pecially in the Christian world,
are afraid of speaking out. But
why? Are we afraid that if we

say what we feel our good name
will be besmirched? Are we

afraid that our opinions will
make others think less of us?

Are we afraid that by placing
our opinions out in the open, we
will be proven wrong? I don't
know about you, but I honestly
thought that was part of the
package when I joined this
whole "Jesus" thing.
Some of the people I asso

betrayed them. When they

type of free thinker was put

ing a lifestyle I once led, they

down for standing up for
women's rights in the church.

mocked me openly, without fail.

The Universal Declaration

fast as circumstances should per

This kind of free thinker stood

When I signed up with the
"Jesus Club." I realized right off
the bat that there is a possibility
that this whole thing is wrong,

of Human Rights will be fifty

up against the masses of the
church body and spearheaded
Christian Contemporary Mu
sic. This type of free thinker

years old next month. The thirty
articles set forth an impressive
and diverse catalog of rights,

mit. They meant to set up a stan
dard maxim for free society,

that we've all been misled.

got us a new dance policy and

It's the same with every
thing else in life. If you're so

better floor hours.

afraid of what the world will

think about you if they find out
that you hold a radical opinion,
then you're not doing anyone
any good. If you just sit on the

sidelines hoping that someone
will figure out what you're
thinking, and act on it, you're
dreaming. If you think you can
change the world by going along
with the current flow of things,
then you're highly misguided.
As we all are in this thing,
basing our actions purely on
faith, there's bound to be con
flict. There's bound to be free

thinkers who find something
wrong with what we as a body
consider to be fact. This kind of

acting like the Christian I

free thinker took issue with

claimed to be was in fact what 1

Christians owning slaves, and

Perhaps I'm just not con
cerned with what other people
think of me. Sure, acceptance
and appreciation is fun, but if I
have to buy it at the expense
of my freedom to say what I
want and care about what I

want, then I'll have nothing to
do with it. Respect bought at
that price has no worth to me.
So, next time you decide to
ridicule the guy who's concerned
about littering on campus, or the
male/female ratio, or the lack of

Yo u ' r e l o o k i n g a t t h i s
headline thinking, 'Well, dub!'
but the statement of the obvi
ous is sometimes useful. I

would have to take my shoes off
to count the number of couples

just slowly deteriorate until the
only thing left to do is say that
you're not seeing each other
anymore, since you haven't
seen the person in a week and a
half anyway.
The only problem with this
is you met your signifigant other
in the second week of the se

lationships this semester, so I

mester, and you invested so
much time in finding out what

think it is an issue that needs

^ makes them tick, you haven't

mentioning. Perhaps I won't be
quite so blatant about things as

anyone else. You walk out
of your dorm and you come to

I know who have canceled re

sex: but! promise I will be just

the st^gering realization that
you can't hang out with any of

as ciindid.

his guy friends, or probably any

I was when I was discussing

A lot of kids hook up as

soon as they gel to college. You
meet this cute guy who lives in

of their girl friends, and your
world is gone. The first thing
you want to do is go crawling

something to that effect, and

holding hands in public and the

male popluation of the school

is in mourning for the loss of
another eligible female.
The trouble with such hast

ily thrown together relation
ships is that you don't really
know the person you're falling

in love with. Once you're in a

relationship, you realize this

guy might not make you laugh
as much as you thought, and he
might not even make you

happy. Sometimes there will

just be a huge explosion and
you won't talk to each other
ever again. Sometimes things

ing the end of a relationship,
you grudgingly recieve a degree
of respect for your braver)'. If
you go back crying, any respect

goes out the window, and the
partner reali/es he can treat you

like crap and you'll always
come hack. It was a win/win
situation, and you've already
lost.

The guys may be losing in
terest at this point, bebause I'm
not addressing their problems.
But the fact is, most guys, if

they need help after breaking up
with someone, are either going

to go look for solace with an

its adoption by the United Na
tions General Assembly on Dec.
10, 1948.
The declaration was not

looked to, constantly labored for,
and even though never perfectly
attained, constantly approxi
mated, and thereby constantly
spreading and deepening its influ
ence and augmenting the happi
ness and value of life to people
of all colors everywhere."
T h e w o r d s fi t t h e c i r c u m

the first document to specify
rights, nor is it the most elegant.
More importantly, a United

stances of 1948, but the commen

Nations declaration is neither a

American Declaration of Inde

treaty nor a true bill of rights. It

pendence, which was then just 80

lacks binding legal force. It es

years old. That declaration's hu

tablishes no police force to

man rights provisions likewise
enjoyed no direct legal force, and
drew accusations of hypocrisy.

compel compliance and no
courts to try cases. As a result,

tator was Abraham Lincoln. He

was speaking in 1857 about the

When we celebrate either

sight of its framers. More ambi

tious legal requirements were not

They may just have a valid point
And don't be afraid to speak out

celebrate?

realistically achievable in 1948.

yourself. Someonejust may need
to hear what you have to say.

many supporters of human

versal Declaration used what

rights asked the same question.

agreement they could assemble to

At the time of its adoption,

Instead, the drafters of the Uni

Some even saw the declaration

launch a more patient process. If

as a retreat from the high hopes
for human rights protection that

governments would not accept
firm obligations strengthened
with effective enforcement, they

fl o u r i s h e d a f t e r W o r l d W a r I I .
Remember the historical

could at least be maneuvered into

friends occupy, where women

context. President Roosevelt

aren't allowed. He'll bad

had stirred those hopes in 1941

subscribing to broad statements
that might help future efforts.

mouth women for a while,

when he declared America's

Ironically, the lack of imme

then he'll move on. The next

aims in supporting the victims
of Hitler's aggression. He spoke

diate enforcement probably fos

of the Four Freedoms: freedom

ing norms, for governments then

of speech, freedom of worship,

felt no need to burden the stan

freedom from want, and free

dards with intricate exceptions. In

dom from fear. Victory in Eu
rope revealed the full scope of
Nazi atrocities, and deepened
the commitment to global ef

succeeding decades, many pow
erful leaders repeated words of
devotion to human rights. Unwit
tingly, they enhanced the

forts for the protection of hu
man rights. Some smaller na
tions even talked of incorporat

declaration's stature, until it be

ing a comprehensive bill of
rights into the proposed United

policies.
By the time the declaration

Nations.

turned 30, governments found
they could no longer get by with

fact is going to be applicable
for both groups, however. Af
ter separating from the person
you were 'seeing' or whatever,
you are going to crave physi
cal affection. I'm not talking
hugs, people. You're not go
ing have anyone to hold you,
no one to fall asleep with, and
you're not going to be able to
snuggle with them all night
when you go to their parent's
house. This is thepriniary fac
tor in the dreaded 'rebound' re

lationship. It is about nothing

The charter adopted in

but the physical. Another per

April 1945 contained only gen
eral references to human rights
and fundamental freedoms. An

is that just because a person
loves you with their eyes
doesn't mean jack when it
comes to caring aboiil.-you as

within a week, you two are

around the world will celebrate

and revered by all; constantly

of the United Nations. So why

vice versa).
N E V E R D O T H I S . Yo u

ing. 'I've met a college guy,' or

ranging from equality before
the law through freedom from
torture and the right to a fair irial
to economic rights. Events

which should be familiar to all

hypocrisy ever heard in the halls

he comes up to yell at you for

you kiss and make up, you do
nothing but take away the re
spect they had for you. By call

ply to declare ihc right, so tiiat en
forcement of it might follow as

declaration, we celebrate the fore

son loves me! Well, the fact

couch in the lounge till 3 in the
morning. Your mind is scream

"They [the framersj meant sim

occasion for some of rankest

back to^^e guy you dumped (or

separated for a reason, and if

about a declaration's purpose:

Staff Writer

the declaration has provided the

the room underneath you, and

stomping around so much, and
you wind up talking on the

Sean McGenney

recycling in Newbeig,orthe price
of printing in the C AI lab... don' t
be so quick to attack that person
as taking everything too seriously.

Breaking up is hard to do
A&E Editor

American observer, who said this

my name with distaste, as if I

ciated with, before I decided that

Beau Prichard

rights turn 50

was told that they were taking
the issue too seriously. This

found out that I was denounc

Well, at least according to

Universal human

tered clearer and more demand

came the chief measuring stick
forjudging a nation's Internal

lip service. The Helsinki Final Act

ness of the new United Nations

may provide the best example.
Although the act was not a legally
binding treaty, the Soviets wanted
it as a recognition of the post-war
division of Europe. In return, the

ticipating criticism, some lead
ers promised that the first busi
Commission on Human Rights

We s t s e c u r e d c o m m i t m e n t s o n

an individual.' Men and

would be to draft an interna

women are both^lty of find

several human rights issues, in

tional bill of rights, acceptable

ing comfort in the arms of

to all the nations involved. Hu

cluding a pledge of allegiance to
the Universal Declaration by So

someone who makes them feel

man rights advocates heard that

viet bloc leaders.

good about themselves until
liiey'resecure enough to move
on. It's not healthy, but it's
jdx)ut a close to normal as any

promi.se as a pledge to develop
a new treaty with binding legal

Declaration of Independence, hu

obligations.

man rights advocates have used

thing else that goes on in a
small college community.
If you have someone who
can hold you and help you out
through the tough times,

you're lucky, but just remem
ber, you're never going to be

happy in a relationship until
you're happy with yourself,
and what better time to learn

to like yourself than when you

other woman, or retreat to the

are the only company you

.safety of the realm he and his

have?

When the commission's

Just as Lincoln did with the

the Declaration of Human Rights

first labors produced only a dec-

as leverage. They gradually incor

laration, concern mounted.

porated its key principles into

True, it was accepted unani
mously by the General Assem

both domestic constitutions and

bly, although the Soviet bloc

was automatic about this success.

countries, Saudi Arabia and

It required political savvy and

South Africa, abstained. That

s o m e t i m e s e n o r m o u s s a c r i fi c e .

didn't ease the disappointment
in some quarters.
Why, then, honor such a

Nothing guarantees its survival.
TIte story of the Universal Dec

document?

advocates made use of hypocrisy.

An answer may be found
in the words of one esteemed

international treaties. Nothing

laration is one of how farsighted
It is a bit of cleverness worth cel

ebrating.

November 20. 1998
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Special Column Double Feature!!!

^ / U i e o . c a m p u s v s Ta i t u f f e f a m i l y
Jamie Lunt
Columnist with too much time

nnrar
nA
r>i^c
spiders, ogres
and^ pigs.
Oh
my,

this was aggressive music. I
wonder how 1 would have re

r Jr n
/ i eA L u Innt t n i A
am

I counted the number of base

ball diamonds I could see. 133.
I have never been afraid of fly
ing, but I would hardly recom
mend counting diamonds when
one Is landing. They are every
where, much more than one

would expect.
I was back In the Bay Area
this weekend because a dear

iinf

^ i t i si fi it tui an tni o
^ nsa a
r ]nAd eev. e\ jne : cYo\ n

J Bethany Sonerholm
• ColumnisLs

acted to Ho's music had my

Flying into San Francisco,

I

Tartuffe has come and

friend not been playing in the
show. It was too vivid, hyper
real, and complex. Still, it was
riveting, and would surprise the
most vocal of the anti-jazz

0one, and its meaning
settles on our thickened
skulls much as the autumn

ticipation deus ex machina.
Yet this very funny play aims
at the dangers of hypocrisy

Fox community (and we are

how

they

'

...

Jamie's incessant gigglingl).
It Is easy in the midst of

minder of the value of fam

the day to day experience

Francisco Jazz Festival. I hear . d\cu\oue quirks - from
about

not just talking about

and blesses us with a re

thing to write about. The San I being columnists, (when this the petty jealousies, the ri
talking

A k i this
/ J + -ridiculous
u,i«=
£ fam
_..
And

ily holds a mirror up to the

leaves drop on the pavement ily.
crowd.
Between
.It Vseems
o u like
t s i ad strange
e. One of the joys of —
- - the bickering,
kids

com-

cluded with audience par

.

.

.

,

.

•

hate jazz, they only like swing. I ^ chance to reflect Mariannes incessant gig-

Francisco Jazz Festival. This

Good jazz swings, and the best • upon things such as school ^Hng to Orgon's tirades of
of it can embrace cultures so * plays, and bring into focus Jackie Gleason proportions,

was the punk kid I knew in high

that we have only to spend ten

school who would be in his

dollars and we can virtually

of college to lose sight of

the value the people around
us have.

It Is far, far easier to

focus on the hypocrisy, the

it is easy to miss the vir

herd mentality, or the lack
of savvy that surrounds
some Foxies (and no dear

front yard practicing skate

travel there. The San Francisco

• rate on what they may

tue in these characters.

readers, of course we do not

board tricks for hours, never

Jazz Festival may not mean a , mean for us Foxies as a
thing to the average Foxie, but • w h o l e .

Well, most of the virtues, yet

mean you, but you have seen

• Tartuffe was a joyous

they are pungently them

the numbers of Creecente

selves, and when they learn

friend of mine played the San

landing a single one of them.
Now I was shelling out ^30
bucks a ticket to catch him play.
Crazy.

Jazz: now a days, people
don't dig it. It's too weird, too
intellectual. Why would I waste
a whole column on it, especially
jazz from a state away?
1 hate civic responsibility
art, where musk is put on dis
play for the appearance of cul

the music of Zakir Hussain and

Fred Ho, not to mention the

dozens of great jazz musicians
who have greatest hits albums
on sale at Freddy's all the time,
sure should.

tion class.

Last Saturday was such a

night for many in the Bay Area.

•

.slapstick farce, with a

to see outside of them

J manic, extroverted cast,

selves, the family at the

that go straight from the
mall box to the recycle bin).
It Is easy to lose sight of

c e n t e r o f Ta r t u f f e s h o w s

the fact that we do have

great compassion.

common beliefs, goals and

• that put on a classic show
• with bawdy puns, ridiculous

feelings - often we are too

c^^ulck sharpening our
tongues to notice them.

mindbendep

ture. It saddens me that Jazz Is

becoming the brussel sprouts of
the musically literate; it should
be the gravy. I would imagine
one night of good live jazz, or
listening to a Joshua Redman cd
in the right company could do
more than any jazz apprecia

J some of themes, and elabo-

B Y J O N AT H A N R O B E R T S

Moreover, those pieces
we have picked out about
others are too often the
m i r r o r ' s r e fl e c t i o n s o f o u r
selves. It's been said that

we only recognize in others

If you have a sticker below this line you are a lucky win
ner please come to the Crescent office, to claim your prize,

that which already exists in

the faster you do it the better prize you will get.

something in someonethat

ourselves. 5o if there's

Ho's Monkey Orchestra play at

perturbs, bothers, or other
wise makes you complain,

the Master Composers of Asian

check yourself first.

I caught Zakir Hussain and Fred

American Jazz.

Zakir Hussain was up first.
He playsTabIa (Indian drums).

Simple as ABC

He's played with Ravi Shankar

This puzzle is as simple as ABC. In fact,

and All Akbar Khan, and many

I've already given you ail the A's, B's and

other vaguely familiar names.
He also did the score for Little

Buddha and The 1996 Summer
Olympic Games.
Enough of credentials.

While this was not dance jazz,
Hussain mixed elements of

C's In each answer. How many can you
get? ('-'signs Indicate blank letters.)
Answers on page .

Hindu Ragas with sixties jazz,

1. 1985 Michael J. Fox

and it had the sold out crowd

fi l m .

bopping heads and tapping
feat. There were belly dancers,
vocalists and swirling sax play
ers. I love how easily adaptable
the jazz tradition is. This was

mellow and surprisingly
g r o o v y.

This jazz tradition was
stretched to its limit with Fred

Ho's Monkey Orchestra. They
performed the second move

2. It connects the

B A C -

o u t . We s a w F o x i n t h e

crazed family on stage, and
while we laughed, we gained

BA

a greater appretiation for

A-

- A - A C -- C A

B A - A - C -

are thankful to the cast and

6. 1985 Laker's MVP

-A—-

large ensemble free jazz, like

7. Ex-Nirvana leader

—-

MIngus, Chinese Opera and

8. Crunchy salad

BAC~ B—-

submission. Lest one think that

Rage Against the Machine is

the hardest sounding protest
music out there. Ho is quick to
exhaust the listener with the
emotional nature of conflict.

The second movement

deals with the Monkey fighting
November 20, 1998

crew for putting on such fine
entertainment. Often

AB

ABBA

C-BA-

ABB— AC-A- C-

times, it Is easy to skip over
the meaning behind it all,
but this show deserves the
reflection that we have so

topping

9- Classic comedy team
10. Soup of the day on
Fridays, usually

this school and the char
acters that enliven it. We

B-AS- B-A—- B—-

ing of the Chinese Monkey

that pounds the listener into

laughing and pushing each
other all over the place. We

-A-A-A CA-A-

fl i c k

Western Opera fora cacophony

in Tartuffe, rollicking about,

No need to draw this

ment of Ho's four hour retell

Myth. Ho mixes elements of

preaching here at Fox, too.

We admire the frisky family

have Bruin Brawls which

series

5- 1965 Avalon/Funicello

you out. There is enough

serve a similar purpose here.

Atlantic and the Pacific.
3 - 1 9 7 8 s c l - fl T V s h o w.
4- David Hasselhoff

Yet, put aside all this
preachy nonsense if it puts

C

awkwardly given it. Take an
other bow y all. Ifrt the cast
Is sad that th^ do not see

their names dropped in this
article, rest assured that

processing your work is as
respectful as we can get.
Issue 8 Vol. CXV
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'Meet" a superb Romance
Erin Shank

Copy Editor

Before you read any fur
ther. let me clarify that "Meet

Joe Black" is NOT your typical
Brad Pitt movie. Sure, it's got
the beautiful woman and the

love story, but unlike most of

the other movies Hollywood

profoundly emotional moments

able soundtrack. Although the

with Bill's family and with Su
san. He is given a priceless in
sight into the lives of the people
he kills daily without a second

movie drags a bit at points (it
clocks in at 174 minutes), it is
well worth your time and is the

ties on the bed so she can't get

There is a huge difference

is being cut off, and as her

his selfishness continues to be

only aspire to, without leaving
gaping holes in the plot or ty
ing up loose ends with silly,

in Hollywood between the really

friends rush in to rescue her,

good writers and those who
know how to rehash a tried and

nonsensical "solutions" (think
"What Dreams May Come").

they can't seem to get her out.
Hurry, hurry, she is going to die!

true method. Kevin Willimson

Oh wait, let's see: she can be in

is one of those really good writ

the tanning bed for at least

" M e e t J o e B l a c k " i s fi l l e d

ers. He was responsible for

twenty minutes without any
damage. No, they have to get
her out now, she might burn!
Then why don't you just cut the

displayed in his actions and
"Meet Joe Black"

Directed by Martin
Best

multimillionaire (think Bill

sexuality.

side-splitting comedy and a pro

Gates) named William Parrish

Erin sez: A

(Anthony Hopkins), who is vis
ited by the angel of Death, Joe
Black (Brad Pitt). They strike
a deal that as long as Bill shows

Beau sez: B

freshingly original story of a

apart with the knowledge of his
impending death, and the infu
riating idea that his daughter is
dating Death.
Throughout the movie, Joe
continues to grow more and
more human, as he experiences

Staff Writer

emotion that other films can

with heart-breaking emotion,

Bill has to try to keep his fam
ily and business from falling

turned all the way up. The fish
erman puts one of those cable

ing can change what he is, and

Rated PG-13 for brief

ter. She and Joe fall in love (as
much as Death can "love"), and

Jason Miller

thought, and his outlook is for
ever changed. However, noth

"Meet Joe Black" is the re

live. Bill agrees to keep Joe's
true identity a secret as long as
Joe leaves the rest of his family
alone. Enter Susan (Clair
Forlani), Bill's gorgeous daugh

you're shameless

kind of film that will leave you
thinking for the rest of the day.
It reaches levels of meaning and

has been producing lately, this
movie also has a definite story
to tell and a point to make.

Joe the world, Joe will let him

'I still Know'

found message about living life

w o r d s . I n t h e fi n a l c l i m a t i c

scene, fireworks explode along
with the palpable emotion posi
tively bursting from the screen.
Brad Pitt does an excellent

job portraying a character fo
cused on his own experiences

out. She screams like her head

"Scream," "Scream 2," the up
coming "The Faculty," he re
wrote "H20." There has not

to its fullest - not waiting until

been

tomorrow to mend broken

movie worth see

friendships or to tell your fam
ily how much they mean to you,
because by then it could be too
late. It is a beautiful story of
the pain and difficulty that
comes with letting go of a life
time of loving, and the courage
it takes to make that final step,

ing in the past
three years that

a

horror

cable tie or at least
turn the heat off?!

"I Still Know What
Yo u D i d L a s t

N o w a y, l e t ' s
smash the tanning

Willimson has not

Summer"

bed, sending glass

worked on. Kevin

Directed by Danny

all over Jennifer's

Willimson, in his
forties, somehow

Cannon

washboard stom

knows how to re

Rated R for violence

ach!

and language.

That is an

other point I'd like
immersed in an atmosphere of yet the inherent peace that y o u n g e r a u d i
Jason sez: C
to bring up. If you
giving, loving people. Although comes from knowing all the e n c e . H i s d i a
are offended by
his character seems flat at times, important things have been said. logue is cool and hip. This can shamless shots of wet clothing
how multi-faceted do you think
It is one of the most unforget
be seen in last year's "1 Know and breasts hanging out of their
Death can be, anyway? Clair t a b l e m o v i e s I h a v e h a d t h e
W h a t Yo u D i d L a s t S u m m e r . "
clothes, stay away from this
Forlani ("The Rock") is en
privilege of watching in a very This was a good horror/thriller movie. There is so much that I
chanting as Joe's wide-eyed,
longtime. Give your studies a movie with the great primise think they should get top bill
innocent lover, and Anthony break and catch this movie be
that the kids were feeling guilty ing.
fore it's out of the theaters, since
for killing someone and now he
The movie also stars
Hopkins is brilliant, as always.
The cinematography is beauti
only a big screen can do a movie w a s b a c k . U n f o r t u n a t l y, Brandy, the singer and star of
ful and the whole enlhralVmg like this one any sort of justice. W i l l i m s o n d i d n o t w r i t e " I S t i l l UPN'sMoesha. The boyfriend
work of art is set to an unbeliev

Yo u w o n ' t r e g r e t i t .

late

to

the

Know What You Did Last Sum

f r o m t h e fi r s t o n e i s b a c k a n d

m e r. "

there are some other no-name

In "1 Still Know," you

FREE MONEY!!

know who the killer is. It is the

Remember the ending in

fisherman with the hook on his

the last movie where the fisher

hand, and he is back to try and

man jumps through the shower
to grab Hewitt? Well, it is ex

kill Jennifer Love Hewitt's char

acter. Where there was suspense
in "I Know," there is none in "I
S t i l l K n o w. " G o n e a l s o i s t h e

PEAK SEASON BONUS MONEY!*

$300 Bonus working from Nov. through Dec 31st.
$150 Bonus working from Dec. through Dec 31st.
QUALIFICATIONS:
*Mu$t qualify for a UNITED PARCEL SERVICE part-time package handler
position in our Portland^ Tualatint or Airport facility.

actors.

witty dialogue replaced with cli
ches, and just stupid stuff like
"I'm tired, I'm hungry, and I'm
homy." They say that a sequal
to a horror movie is supposed
to have twice the gore. Well
there are some hook through the
body scenes, but really they
aren't as gory as the original

plained away as just a dream,
and the ending in this one is just
as bad if not worse. People all
around the theatre where 1 was

at were groaning and saying
"Yeah, right."
Well, I would suggest that
if you are going to see this
movie, wait till it comes out on
video and watch it will a bunch

of your same sex friends. Girls
can huddle together scared and

(anyone remember a hook
through the throat in a fish pack
ing plant?).
The suspence is also not as

say what a tramp Hewitt is,
while guys can watch

good as the first one. Remem

Did Last Summer" is rated R for

Ml $8.50 or $9.50 per hour to start!

ber Sarah Michele Gellar mn-

languange, and gory killing.

M: ^ Variety of Shifts to Choose From!
Ml Peiid Weekly and No Weekend Work!

Well now there is Jennifer Love

*Work every dav (except weekends).

*Must have perfect attendance. No exceptions allowed.

ning through the bridal shop?
Hewitt stuck in a tanning bed (in
a tiny bikini) with the heat

MINDBENDEP
ANSWEPS
1. Back to the Future
2. Panama Canal

TUALATIN

3. Battlestar Galactica
o

4. Baywatch
5. Beach Blanket Bingo

Monday @ 7:00 p.m.

6. Kareem Abdui-Jabbar

Tuesday @ 6:30 a.m.

7. Kurt Cobain

Thursday @ 7:00 p.m.

8. Bacon Bits

**Meet at the Guard Shack

9. Abbot and Cosettlo
10. Clam Chowder
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" 1 S t i l l K n o w W h a t Yo u

Need Help With
College Expenses?
Call Today!

W A L K - I N I N T E R V I E W S AT
10800 S.W. MANHASSET DR.

the...um...movie.

1 - 8 0 0 - 6 3 6 - 6 7 7 3 x 9 4 11

Overworked?

Underpaid?
Smarter than

your boss?
Contact Matt Ross
266-2697 or via FoxMail
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The history of Thanksgiving and its celebrations
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very successful and plentiful.

cret message which contained

ebrating Sukkoth, which lasts

kind has celebrated the bounti

and offerings of the first fruits
of the harvest and pigs were of

the time for the attack. When

ful harvest with thanksgiving

fered to Ceres. Their celebra

ceremonies. Before the estab

tion included music, parades,

the time came, the invaders
were surpri.sed and easily de

build small huts of branches etables, along with fish which
which recall the tabernacles of was packed in salt, and meat

lishment of formal religions,

games and sports, and a thanks
giving feast.

feated. Every year, moon cakes

their ancestors. These huts are

are eaten in memory of this vic

constructed as temporary shel

The Chinese —The an
cient Chinese celebrated their

t o r y.

ters, as the branches are not
The Hebrews —Jewish

driven into the ground and the

harvest festival, Chung Ch'ui,

families also celebrate a harvest

roof is covered with foliage

Throughout history, man

many ancient farmers believed

that their crops contained spir
its which caused the crops to

for 8 days, the Jewish people

growordie. Many believed that
these spirits would be released
when the crops were harvested
and they had to be destroyed, or

with the full moon that fell on

festival called Sukkoth, which

which is spaced to let the light

the 15th day of the 8th month.
This day was considered the

has been celebrated for over

in. Inside the huts are hung

3,000 years. Sukkoth is know

fruits and vegetables, including

they would take revenge on the

birthday of the moon

apes, com, and pome

farmers who harvested them.

cial "moon cakes,"

Some of the harvest festivals

round and yellow

granates. On the first

celebrated the defeat of these

like the moon, would

the families eat their

spirits. Harvest festivals and
thanksgiving celebrations were
held by the ancient Greeks, Ro

be baked. Each cake

meals in the huts un

was stamped with the

der the evening sky.
The Egyp

2 nights of Sukkoth,

mans, Hebrews, Chinese, and

picture of a rabbit - as
it was a rabbit, not a

Egyptians.

man, which the Chi

Egyptians celebrated

nese saw on the face

their harvest festival
in honor of Mi n, their

The Greeks —^The ancient

Greeks worshipped many gods

tians —The ancient

of the moon.

There was com, fruits, and veg

that was smoke-cured over

fires. They found they had

enough food to put away for the
w i n t e r.

The Pilgrims had beaten
the odds. They built homes in

the wilderness, they raised
enough crops to keep them alive

during the long winter ahead,

and they were at peace with
their Indian neighbors. Their
Governor, William Bradford,

proclaimed a day of thanksgiv
ing that was to be shared by all
the colonists and the neighbor

ing Native American Indians.
The custom of an annually cel

ebrated thanksgiving, held after
the harvest, continued through

the years. During the American

and goddesses. Their goddess

The families ate

of com (actually, all grains) was

a thank.sgiving meal

Demeter, who was honored at

god of vegetation and
fertility. The festival

and

the festival of Thesmosphoria
held each autumn (possibility

was

roasted pig, har
vested fruits and the

connecting childbearing and the
raising of crops) The Greeks
would build leafy shelters and

springtime, the
Egyptian's harvest

"moon cakes." It was

season. The festival

Congress.
In 1817, New York State

believed that during
the 3 day, festival

of Min featured a pa

adopted Thanksgiving Day as

rade

furnish them with couches

fl o w e r s w o u l d f a l l f r o m t h e

the Feast of the Tabernacles, and

an annual custom. By the
middle of the 19th century,

made with plants. On the sec
ond day, they fasted. On the
third day, a feast was held and

Pharaoh took part. After the

moon and those who saw them

offerings to the goddess

Demeter were made - gifts of
seed corn, cakes, fruit, and pigs.

Chung Ch'ui also gave thanks
for another special occasion.
China had been conquered

Hag ha Asif - the Feast of In
gathering. Sukkoth begins on
the 15th day of the Hebrew
month of Tishri, 5 days after
Yom Kippur, the most solemn

parade, a great feast was held.
Music, dancing, and sports were
also part of the celebration.
When the Egyptian farm
ers harvested their corn, they

It was hoped that Demeter's

day of the Jewish year.

wept and pretended to be grief-

by enemy armies who took con

Sukkoth is named for the

stricken. This was to deceive

gratitude would grant them a

trol of the Chinese homes and

huts (succots) that Moses and

the spirit which they believed

good harvest.

food. The Chinese found them

the Israelites lived in as they

selves homeless and with no

lived in the corn. They feared
the spirit would become angry

The Romans —The Ro

feasted

on

would be rewarded with good

fortune. According to legend,

held

in

in

which

the

the

Revolution (late 1770's), a day
of national thanksgiving was

suggested by the Continental

many other states also cel
ebrated a Thanksgiving Day. In
1863, President Abraham Lin

coln appointed a national day of
thanksgiving. Since then, each
president has issued a Thanks

giving Day proclamation, usu
ally designating the fourth
Thursday of each November as

mans also celebrated a harvest

food. Many starved. In order to

wandered the desert for 40 years
before they reached the Prom

festival called Cerelia, which

free themselves, they decided to

ised Land. These huts were

honored Ceres, their goddess of

com where it lived.

attack the invaders. The women

made of branches and were easy
to assemble, take apart, and

1621, after a hard and devastat

Above info, is provided by ©

ing first year in the New World,

Copy right 1995-1998. Studio
Melizo Reproduction.

corn (from which the word ce
real comes). The festival was

baked special moon cakes

held each year on October 4th,

family. In each cake was a se

which were distributed to every

carry as the Israelites wandered
through the desert. When cel

the holidt;

when the farmers cut down the
The United States —In

the Pilgrim's fall harvest was

Stop Thieues us DStop! ThieuesfD... or an ounce
of preuention is uiorth a pound of cure
Carolyn Manning
Computer Services

When I was in college, I
had a wonderful friend from the

island of Cypms (which is in the

Thief!!" In Cyprus, such a call
would have brought all the

have been swiped already this

thief will probably pass it up in
favor of another computer that
looks "just like everyone else's"

chased down and beaten before

year. Yours could be next. Be
proactive! There are some
simple things you can do to pro
tect yourself and your computer

being handed over to the au

from the violation of theft.

in a protective case - preferably

neighbors out into the street,
and the culprit would have been

thorities ... who would have

1) Make your computer

Mediterranean, if you didn't
know). Sarkis was a happy,

then proceeded to cut off his

unattractive

hand. (No kidding!) Needless

thieves:

easy-going guy with LOTS of

to say, theft is not common in

money. He owned a lovely
house with a swimming pool in

Cyprus.

a) Make your Laptop
LOOK unique - put stickers on

the backyard.
One afternoon, we took a

even here at George Fox, theft

walk from his house to a the

going to take the portable items

ater just two blocks up the road
to see a movie. After the movie,
we walked back to his house ...

and walked in on a burglar! As

the intruder made a very hasty
retreat out the back door, 1

to take your stuff.

voice, "Thief!! Thief!! Help!!

Two laptop computers

Poor Sarkis, his cries were

totally ignored by the neighbor

hood. The thief was surprised
by his behavior, though, and ran
in terror, dropping almost ev

erything he'd stolen as he
Once again, this makes it easy ju
mped the fence and hopped
to identify from a distance and into a long, dark-windowed car

sight, out of reach...

a) Never leave your
Laptop out in the open - even
your dorm room isn't safe.

LAPTOP COMPUTER.
Yo u s h o u l d n ' t h a v e t o

thug, crying in a loud, panicked

clings to the computer and is not
easy (or necessary) to remove.

backpack (with your computer
in it) outside the dining hall.

which had come screeching up

to the curb just then. Sarkis did
from would-be thieves • out of get some of his stuff back, but

... that would include Jewelry,
cash ... and, oh yeah ... YOUR

there are those who would love

one of the Wet Suit variety that

2) Remove temptation

with the most value. Let's see

ing out the back door after the

b) Carry your Laptop

much less attractive to a thief.

is common. The smart thief is

done on Cyprus: he ran scream

r o o m a n d d i a l e d 9 11 . B u t
Sarkis did what he would have

would-be

But here in America, and

worry about this kind of thing
here at Fox, of all places. But
folks, you are not in as much of
a "bubble" here as you think.
And even in a place like this,

calmly walked into the living

to

and won't draw attention.

restroom. Don't leave your

powerbook!!!!
the outside, etch your driver's
license number on the bottom,
etc. If your system can be eas
ily identified from a distance, a

the gold rings given to him by

his beloved Uncle were never
recovered. He learned through

Don't leave your Laptop out on

experience to lock his doors

your desk when you leave the
room, even if the door is locked.

IS a dear teacher, but fools will

b) Never leave your
Laptop unattended - Don't

leave your Laptop on a table in
the den while you order a soda.
Don't leave your Laptop in the

Ben Franklin said, "Experience
learn at no other." Don't be a

fool! Learn from others' expe
rience and PREVENT a theft

EHS atrium or your study
lounge while you go to the

November 20. J 998
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^ column by Daniel V.Smith
^ do mt kiaoT
whthe
othforigmal
Zf^f!^^,aathor
^ sevIe
ral years ago. 9
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IS to give them the ap
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propriate credit.

An immigrant woman, who
family, sought to yraise Qog and to seek the Cord. Each

i n t h e l a s t n e \ A ; n ^ r i , ' ' ^ ' ' " ^ " ^ ' " ' P ^ ^ h ^ r s r a m n y. b h e s a t

^ i s Tr e s e m ^ ^ ^ ^ s e e k i n g
membersoftkierVifJv, w °Nke haughty looks of the

«oo« offX,!""'"' °f on her after^

rhurrh ! asked if she might join the church. The
d e m rLma
n enit clear
w thatothisxwas
p ran
e unwelcome
s s i o hrequest.
a nHe
d

took a large dusty tomb from the shelf and explained that it was
1bylaws
and
that the
woman. The
woald
haveexplained that she coald
^ ^'Story
^ ^oo/(and
before
she coal
d become
a member
woman

no rea nglish and the church leader said: "9'm sorry, then you won't be able to join." The
next day the woman began to teach herself to read English.

A long time passed and again she went to the church leader and requested a copy of the

JUDGE ME BY THE

church 5 history and bylaws. He gave her an old copy with tattered pages and coffee stains,
which she took home with her. /Another long time passed and she again approached the
church leader and expla ined that she had read the book as she returned the copy to him. He

FOOTPRINTS I
L E AV E

quizzed her on arcane and trivial information, but she was able to answer all of his ques

tions. 'fJow may 9 join the church?" she asked. The church leader explained that now she
could a ttend the class for new members that met for several weeks each Tuesday evening.

BEHIND

Astohome
rysi toafter
d
l abhaving
outasfought
od
le
i rwinho
Vietnam.
wasfinHeayl called
comn
ihis
g

She went back to her home and asked her employer if she might attend these classes on
Tuesday evening. After much discussion it was agreed that she could give up her afternoon

parents from San Francisco: "Mom and Dad, I'm coming
home, but I've got a favor to ask. i have a friend I'd like to

off each week so that she might be excused from the home to attend this class. She attended
the class and quickly demonstrated that she was the most studious and attentive pupil.
When the class ended, she again sought out the church leader and asked if she now
might join the church. He said: 'yes. if you meet one final requirement you may join.' She
eagerly asked what that requirement was and he explained that all members of the church
made an initial donation and then a yearly donation of a similar amount to maintain their

bring with me."

membership in the church. When he told her the amount she began to cry. for the amount
was more than she would make in three years of working.

Sitting on the curb weeping, the Cord came to her and comforted her. She clung to him
and wept "Don't cry. sister." he said. "S've been trying to get inside that church for a long
time and they don't want me as a member either."

This story has led me to question how my words and deeds assist others in their search

for truth or impede that search. 9 have felt it important to consider how welcoming and

accepting is my own faith and have sought to develop criteria appropriate to the question.

Mu consideration of the Bible has led me to remember how Christ accepted all who came to
him withoutconsideration of their status within society. The Samaritan woman, the l^oman

guard the rich young man. and others were offered the opportunity to accept Christ without

concern for their previous activities or affiliations. No one was turned away from the mes
sage of hope and salvation that was offered.

Mu own responses to others seeking the truth have not always been so open and ac

"Sure," they replied, "we'd love to meet him."
"There's something you should know," the son con
tinued, "he was hurt pretty badly in the fighting. He
stepped on a land mine and lost an arm and a leg. He has
nowhere else to go, and i want him to come live with us."
"I'm sorry to hear that, son. Maybe we can help him
fi n d s o m e w h e r e t o l i v e . "

"No, Mom and Dad, 1 want him to live with us."
"Son," said the father, "you don't know what you're

asking. Someone with such a handicap would be a ter
rible burden on us. We have our own lives to live, and we

can't let something like this interfere with our lives, i think
you should just come home and forget about this guy.
He'll find a way to live on his own."

At that point, the son hung up the phone. The par
ents heard nothing more from him.
A few days later, however, they received a call from
the San Francisco police. Their son had died after failing
from a building, they were told. The police believed it
was suicide. The grief-stricken parents flew to San Fran

cepting 9 can recall turning away from people whose basic beliefs difered from my own and
not taking the time to extend cf welcome to those whose appearance was diferent from my

cisco and were taken to the city morgue to identify the

that with which 9 others because 9 did not welcome them in their search, but

The parents in this story are like many of us. We find
it easy to love those who are good-looking or fun to have

owT9npart.myactionswereofignorance.but^mustadmithatmyow
g7dnotuLerstandlimitedmywilingnesstointeractwi^

^IsoTSefmeteca^se9d/d.otHaveopportuntyi toe
i urnuk>outtkeri un^erstanamgof

body of their son. They recognized him, but to their hor
ror they also discovered something they didn't know their son had only one arm and one leg.

around, but we don't like people who inconvenience us
or make us feel uncomfortable. We would rather stay

mgmqlimitationsJzacht

away from people who aren't as healthy, beautiful, or
smart as we are. We stay away from situations that cause
stress, or may need to be worked on to work out.

ofQod than J..^ ^^^tn we are diferent, and that this similarity has more

Thankfully, there's someone who won't treat us that
way " someone who loves us with an unconditional love

■ lIt'ZiTs Euch time 9 own mq limitations. 9 am beter able to meet and share with

others. 9n those forum. Through these interadions. 9have

that welcomes us into the forever family, regardless of
how messed up we are.
^
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a New, Quality Construction

a Eiectronic Gate - Personal Access Code
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CT Easy Access & Wide Turnouts
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Tonight, before you tuck yourself in for the night,
say a little prayer that God will give you the strength you
need to accept people as they are, and to help us ail be
more understanding of those who are different from
u s ! ! !

There's a miracle called Friendship that dwells in the
heart. You don't know how it happens or when it gets its

start. But you know the special lift it always brings and
you realize that Friendship is God's most precious gift!
Friends are a very rare Jewel, indeed. They make you
smile and encourage you to succeed. They lend an ear,
they share a word of praise, and they always want to open
their hearts to us.
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Cross-Country Running for Nationals
athletic trainer who has been
Heather Cramer
Staff Writer

44
thing happening

The bond they
made brought

this week that in

out the best in

Wehaveanamanzg
i

volves people from our campus.
The George Fox Cross-Country
team earned a spot at Nationals

each of them

when they
competed.

traveling with the team this
year, agreed with Cook in the
fact that the members have cre

ated a great bond between them
all.

"They performed well to
gether. They really came to
gether and bonded well, always
supporting each other. It was

obvious they are a team,"

in Wisconsin on November
21st.

Wes Cook,

Unlike last year, there will
be a group of Bruin runners at
tending Nationals instead of just

Cross-Country
Head Coach

one person.

Bauman said.

Cook said they were a re

ally pleasant group to work

each other. "They are a fantas

tic group to work with," he said.

"The bond they made brought
out the best in each of them
when they competed."
The team will be Hying to
Wisconsin this week to compete

in Nationals. The outlook is

good for the competition, but

like Cook said, "Just getting
there was a great achievement."
Now they get the chance to
demonstrate their awesome tal
ent once again, only this time it

with, very high spirited, and

will be in front of the nation.

they really worked well with

Good luck!

In an interview last week,
coach Wes Cook commented on

the awesome performance of
this year's team. Even though
the team is young and came to

gether with not much experi
ence among them, they really
ran strong throughout the sea

they continued to do their best.
They knew they had to prove to

Like every sports team, the
runners set some goals at the be
ginning of the season. While all
of these goals were attainable,

to do this past month. Time was
running out on the season, but

Staff Writer

soccer team rounded out an out

standing season with a loss in
regional play to Seattle Univer
sity last weekend. Although the
season ended in a loss, they had
far and away the best season

the Year.

As the only coach in the

hands of #5-ranked LewisClark State on Friday.
The Bruins also defeated

named NWC Co-Player of the

year last week, and was joined

Photo by Megan Collins-Richard

o n t h e a l l - c o n f e r e n c e fi r s t t e a m

Junior Brandon Workman leads the^ruins at the Bruin

by senior Jennie Rennie.

Tr a c k R a c e .

game.

Northwest Conference Coach of

Their only loss came at the

Junior Sharon Harnett was

tender. His overall record is 68-

eighth-year George Fox head
coach Byron Shank was named

ond place with a 3-1 record.

240.

eight-year history of the pro
gram, he has guided the team
from infancy to conference con

top-10 national ranking and its
best-ever regular season record,

The Bruins finished the
round-robin tournament in sec

career record now stands at402-

the George Fox defensive unit
which shut out nine opponents
and allowed only 0.58 goals per
After guiding his team to a

The George Fox women's

To u r n a m e n t .

win over Puget Sound. Grant's

Lady Bruins end great season
Lindsay Walker

Western Oregon last Saturday at
the Pacific Northwest Sectional

400th career victory, with the

the outlook for Nationals is

Lisa Bauman, the student

lier this season as they defeated

reached a major milestone, his

Many of the runners ran
their best personal races in the
last three weeks, and Cook says

throughout the season.

leyball team avenged a loss ear

Bruins coach Steve Grant

proved they are bursting at the

to run consistently and do their
best, like they have been doing

The Bruin runners had a lot

The George Fox Bruin vol

Fraser Saturday night.

out there, ran their race and

something higher to shoot for.

Sports Editor

on Friday, and capped off the
weekend by beating Simon

they were really made of. So,
as Coach Cook said, they went

good as long as they continue

Matt Gustafson

for the fourth time this season

the Nationals committee what

a few of them were there as

P N W To u r n e y

the University of Puget Sound

seams with talent.

son.

successful at

5 9 - 11 .

Comin|g next issue:
♦ Men's and Women's
Basketball results
♦ Intramural Football

This team did an outstand

ing job this year, as their record
shows. They hope, with the
extreme talent coming from the
freshmen this year, to make a
repeat of this regular season
next year. Way to go girls!!!

Championship Game
♦ Cross-Country National
Meet Results

ever for women's soccer at

George Fox.
The team was ranked No.

10 (highest ever) in the final
NAIA national poll, with the
best record ever at 15-3-2 They
also remained unbeaten in their

last 14 regular-season games
after breaking records for most
wins in a season (15) and most
consecutive wins (7).
Freshman forward Karli

Holub - the leading scorer in
the Northwest Conference - and
s e n i o r m i d fi e l d e r S a r a h B o w d e r

Bruin Sports Events
X-Countrv; Sat., Nov. 21 - NAIA
Nationals - Kenosha, Wisconsin

Family Safe Media Presents

The Profanity Filter
TVGuardian Blocks Offensive Language
From Your Television and Home Videos
How many times have you watched a movie with your family or friends

and cringed at the sound of offensive language? Now you can keep TV

Volleyball: Fri. and Sat., November
20-21 - NAIA Pacific NW Regional
Tournament at Nampa, ID

both earned spots on the 1998

and video profanity out of your home. The affordable TVGuardian
screens out profanity for you.

Connect the TVGuardian between your TV and VCR, pop in a movie
or turn on your favorite TV series - then relax while the TVGuardian

goes to work regulating practically all the offenave languf^e from die
cars of you and your children.

A l l - N o r t h w e s t C o n f e r e n c e fi r s t

Women's Basketball: Fri.,

Number of ofTenslvc words edited by the

able mention were senior de

November 20 - GFU vs. Northwest

Dante's Peak 27 Down Periscope 43

fender April Sterhan and fresh
man defender Beth Liljenberg.

Nazarene College - 6:00 pm

Jungle 2 Jungle 15 Kindergarten Cop 32

t e a m .

Earning All-NWC honor

goals, which was also a GFU
school record, and seven assists
this season. Bowder was ninth

in the NWC with seven goals
and three assists.

Sterhan and Liljenberg led

E - T. 1 3 H o m e A l o n e 1 2
Lost World 17 Men in Black 66
Mrs. Doublfire 21 Vblcano 58

Holub led all Northwest
Conference scorers with 15

TVGuardian from your favonte movies

Men's Basketball: Fri., November

20 - GFU vs. Concordia - 8:00 pm
Sat., November 21 - GFU vs.

Cascade College - 7:30 pm

Order

now

and

SAVE $50.00
RegulafV: $199.00
New! $149.00
For a limited time only

Call
1-800-828-4514

For more infonnatlon about the
TVGuardian

Satisfaction

The V-gis (v-chip box) or Guaranteed!

Family safe internet starting at $4.95
per month

Call us or see our web page HB ■■■
FamilySafeMedia.com
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